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Q2 2012 Forex market overview
& Q3 2012 forecast
"TFYQFDUFE 2XBTBNVDINPSFUVSCVMFOURVBSUFSUIBO2#PUINBSLFUBDUJWJUZ UFDIOPMPHZEFWFMPQNFOUT ."T FUD BOE
volatility spiked in Q2 showing us that while volatility is not growing in double digits anymore it at least pushes market participants into a
EFWFMPQNFOUBOE."GSFO[Z#JHHFTUOFXTPGUIFRVBSUFSEFmOJUFMZCFMPOHFEUP'9$.CVZJOHBDPOUSPMMJOHTUBLFJO-VDJE.BSLFUTBU
SFDPSEMPX&#*5%"NVMUJQMFTCVUTUJMMNBLJOHJU'9$.TCJHHFTUEFBMUPEBUF(BJO$BQJUBMEJEOUTUBZCFIJOEBOEUPPTQFOUTPNFNPOFZ
PODPMMFDUJOHBTTFUTCZBDRVJSJOH0QFO&$SZGSPN$IBSMFT4IXBCGPSNJMMJPO"EPNJOBUJOHUSFOEGPSNBKPSCSPLFSTOPXJTUPUSZBOE
grow through opportunistic acquisitions rather than grow organically which in this hyper crowded market proves to be quite challenging.
Thanks to few days in May and June, Q2 2012 volumes have grown far above Q1 2012 and managed to save several brokers from going
bust. Early in the quarter some brokers have decided not to wait for the low volatility period to continue, cut down operational costs and
EPXOTJ[FEUIFJSTUBGG0WFSBMMWPMVNFJO2XBTCJMMJPOQFSEBZ

Main trends in Q2 2012:
Brokers keep spinning technology off
5IFUSFOEXIJDIBSHVBCMZXBTTUBSUFECZ&BTZ'PSFYGFXZFBSTCBDLBOEMBUFSDPOUJOVFECZ'Y1SPJTOPXSFBDIJOHFWFOUIFMBSHFTU
CSPLFST#SPLFSTMJLF'9%%BOE"EWBODFE.BSLFUT UPOBNFBGFX BSFTQJOOJOHPGGUIFJSLOPXIPXBOEUFDIOPMPHZBOEBSFMBVODIJOHTFQBSBUFUFDIOPMPHZDPNQBOJFTXIJDIBSFPGGFSJOHSFBEZBOEUBJMPSNBEFTPMVUJPOTUPQPUFOUJBMQBSUOFST'9%%TGPSFYXBSFVOJU
GPDVTFTPOUIF"TJBO NBJOMZ$IJOFTF NBSLFUXIJMF"EWBODFE.BSLFUTT6MUJ.5GPDVTFTPOEFMJWFSJOHJUT%."NPEFMDPNCJOFE
with MT4 technology to brokers worldwide. It seems that main clients for such services are the smaller brokers or larger White
-BCFMQBSUOFSTXIPIBWFHSPXOBOEBSFSFRVJSJOHTFQBSBUFBOENPSFDVTUPNNBEFTPMVUJPOTUIBOXIBUUIFTUBOEBSEXIJUFMBCFM
offerings can provide.
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Advanced Markets:
DMA is our DNA, interview with CEO Anthony Brocco
Advanced Markets focuses on Direct Market Access
(DMA). Can you explain a bit what DMA is and what is
your DMA offering?
%JSFDUNBSLFUBDDFTTJTFYBDUMZXIBUJUTPVOETMJLF8FQSPWJEFUSBEFSTXJUIEJSFDU MPXMBUFODZBDDFTTUPTQPU'9MJRVJEJUZ
provided by 10 bank market makers. The rates you see on the
screen are the ones you are going to trade on more than 99
per cent of the time when you trade on an Advanced Markets
QMBUGPSN*UTBTJNQMFNPEFMJOJUTQVSFGPSNBOEUIBUTXIBU
we provide.
How does it differ from an ECN?
&$/TIBWFTPNFPGUIFTBNFBUUSJCVUFTBT%."JOUFSNTPG
transparency, anonymity and low latency trade executions.
)PXFWFS UIFQSFWBMFODFPGIJHIGSFRVFODZUSBEFSTPO&$/T
NFBOTCBOLTEPOUQSJDFUIFNBTUJHIUMZBTUIFZEPPVS%."
QMBUGPSNT #PUI NPEFMT BSF VTFGVM UP USBEFST TFFLJOH DMFBO 
MPXMBUFODZmMMT CVUXFWFPQUJNJ[FEPVS%."NPEFMGPSUSBEers seeking consistent, interbank liquidity.
What are your monthly volumes?
We are expecting volumes of 100 yards per month within the
next 6 months as we are about to complete an integration
with several large firms thus more than doubling our current
volume.

Who are your main competitors?
0O UIF POF IBOE  * UIJOL UIFSFT OPCPEZ FMTF PVU UIFSF UIBU
PGGFSTXIBUXFEP0OUIFPUIFS FWFSZMBSHFCSPLFSUIBUPGGFST
white label solutions is probably a competitor in one sense or
another.
Retail brokers are offering hybrid trade execution e.g.
DD and ECN, what is the future of DD?
5IFEFBMEFTLNPEFMGPSSFUBJM'9USBEJOHOFWFSNBEFTFOTF
UP NF *O JOTUJUVUJPOBM '9  UIFSFT BO JODFOUJWF GPS CBOLT UP
provide high quality trade executions and related services to
institutional clients. The incentive is more of the institutional
DMJFOUTnPXBOEJOGPSNBUJPO XIJDIDBOCFWBMVBCMFEFQFOEing on the client.
*OSFUBJM UIBUSFMBUJPOTIJQEZOBNJDEPFTOUFYJTU
Ironically, when bank market makers see the quality of the
nPXT UIFZSF HFUUJOH GSPN VT  UIFZ EP XIBU UIFZ DBO UP
tighten up their bid/offer spreads to get more of it. So in
a way, Advanced Markets is the proxy institutional client,
which benefits our clients by enhancing the liquidity on our
%."QMBUGPSNT
Will you ever introduce DD? Some brokers have started
with ECN/STP but rolled back to offering DD as well
while others take pride by being DD in the first place.

Who is the target market?
Advanced Markets target market is two-fold:
0VSMBSHFTUCVTJOFTTJTQSPWJEJOHMJRVJEJUZBOEUFDIOPMPHZTPMVtions for brokers and banks that offer highly competitive trading platforms to individual traders and smaller fund manager
around the globe. In this sector, we recently launched UltiMT, a
technology, liquidity and credit solution for brokers and banks
that offer MetaTrader platforms for their trading customers.
In addition to wholesale brokers and banks, we take experienced, well capitalized traders as direct clients. These “professional” traders include former bank traders as well as fund
NBOBHFSTXIPSFDPHOJ[FUIFWBMVFPGPVS%."MJRVJEJUZNPEFM 
robust market data and low latency trading platforms.
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*EPOUFWFSTFFUIBUIBQQFOJOHJOPVSTQPU'9USBEJOHCVTJness. It can be more profitable, which is why brokers are atUSBDUFEUPUIFEFBMEFTLNPEFM)PXFWFS XFUIJOLPVS%."
model is much more beneficial to everyone from bank market
makers to brokers to the end-user traders. We have an inforNBMNBOUSBBUUIFDPNQBOZi%."JTPVS%/"w8JUIUIBUJO
mind, direct dealing is an extreme outlier.
Do you face limitations being based in US post leverage/Dodd-Frank?
5IF 64 IBT B SJHPSPVT SFHVMBUPSZ TUSVDUVSF GPS '9 CSPLFST 
CVU*EPOUUIJOL%PEE'SBOLXJMMMJNJUPVSCVTJOFTTBDUJWJUJFTJO
a meaningful way.

FXdirekt Bank, German Retail FX Broker, Ready to
Take the Global Challenge
5IF (FSNBO EFSJWBUJWFT USBEJOH NBSLFU JT FYQFDUFE UP
PVUQFSGPSN FTUBCMJTIFE NBSLFUT MJLF UIF 6, BOE "VTUSBlia as more and more investors look outside the box and
EJWFSTJGZ UIFJS QPSUGPMJPT (FSNBOZ IBT POF PG UIF MBSHFTU
stock market participation ratios amongst retail investors
in Europe and investors have been geared towards low
risk products like warrants and certificates. Self trading,
volatility and low transaction costs have been the driving
GPSDFT PG UIF '9 BOE $'% SJTJOH QPQVMBSJUZ DPNQBSJOH UP
traditional products.
(FSNBOZ IBT NBOZ MPDBM CBOLT JODMVEJOH 71&  7BSFOHPME
BOE'9%JSFLU#BOLXIPPGGFSPOMJOFUSBEJOHUPSFUBJMBOEJOTUJUVUJPOBMUSBEFST3FDFOUMZXFIBWFTFFO7BSFOHPME#BOL
take the global leap and expand its foothold outside the
(FSNBOCPSEFST6OMJLF6,PS64CSPLFST(FSNBOCSPLFST
have been slow to take the global markets ride.

(FSNBOZT'9EJSFLU#BOLBJNTUPDPORVFSUIFXPSMEXJUIJUT
UFDIOPMPHZ BOE RVBMJUZ (FSNBO mOBODJBM mSNT IBWF CFFO
known for their sophistication in the world of banking prodVDUT'9EJSFLU#BOL BTBWFUFSBO JTOPXMPPLJOHUPTIPXDBTFJUTQSPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFTUPUSBEFSTPVUTJEF(FSNBOZ
'PSFY.BHOBUFTTQPLFXJUI+ÚSH&SOTUUIF$IJFG0QFSBUJOH
0GmDFS BU (FSNBOZT '9%JSFLU CBOL UP mOE PVU BCPVU UIF
firm, their products and their future ambitions. Jörg, an accountant by profession, started his career in financial markets after his university graduation in the audit department
PG ,1.( "GUFS TFWFSBM ZFBST JO UIF BVEJU JOEVTUSZ IF EFcided to move to the private banking industry where he was
responsible for a range of assignments in risk management
BOE mOBODJBM DPOUSPMMJOH #Z  IF CFDBNF $'0 BOE
$00GPSUIFNJEEMF&VSPQFBOSFHJPOPGUIF"OHMP"NFSJDBO
asset management firm, Invesco, and was responsible for
the integration of several acquired companies into the organization, as well as implementing straight-through processJOHJOUIFCSPLFSBHFBOETFUUMFNFOUEJWJTJPOPGUIF(FSNBO
speaking countries.
&SOTUKPJOFE'9EJSFLU#BOLJOUPTVQQPSUUIFDPNQBOZ
with his knowledge and experience after the bank introduced
$'%T
Please give us some background about your firm
"T B CBOL SFHVMBUFE CZ UIF (FSNBO SFHVMBUPS #B'JO XF BSF
BQJPOFFSJOPOMJOFGPSFJHOFYDIBOHFUSBEJOHJO(FSNBOZ#Z
PVSQSFWJPVTDPNQBOZ*CBT"(IBEBMSFBEZTUBSUFEUIF
i'9EJSFLUwUSBEJOHQMBUGPSNBOEXJUIUIBUXFPQFOFEUIFGPSFJHO
exchange market to private investors in 2002. Following this,
we further developed our expertise in online foreign exchange
USBEJOH BOEJOUIF'9EJSFLU#BOL"(XBTGPVOEFE
5IF CBOL TUBSUFE PGGFSJOH $'% QSPEVDUT JO  BOE JOUSPEVDFEUIF'&9USBEFS1SP¥NVMUJNBSLFUUSBEJOHQMBUGPSN5IJT
self-developed trading platform offers the highest standards in
the field of online trading.

Joerg Ernst , CEO, FXdirekt Bank
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 XBT B SFNBSLBCMF ZFBS GPS UIF #BOL BT XF XFSF UIF
mSTU CBOL UP PQFSBUF PO UIF #BZFSJTDIF #ÚSTF "( #BWBSJBO
&YDIBOHF BOEMBVODIFE$0/53&9 UIFmSTUFYDIBOHFDPOUSPMMFE$'%USBEJOHJO&VSPQF*O+VOFXFUBJMPSFEPVS
BDDPVOUTTUSVDUVSFUPUIFJOEJWJEVBMOFFETPGPVSDMJFOUTBOE

The social era of Forex, or a brief trend?
It is no secret that even the biggest and baddest players in the business are seeking entry opportunities
into the exciting and mesmerizing arena of social
trading. It remains to be seen, whether most if not all
of these new platforms will end up converging into
what will seem like a similar tool, or whether this will
serve as a way of good differentiation in the retail FX
industry.
OANDA is one of the key companies which put social on its map, big time, with their fxUnity platform
launch earlier this year. We caught up with Alex Case,
Product Manager of fxUnity, to discuss the company’s
strategies, horizon, and personal view of this continuous hot trend.

currency movements. So basically yes, there are a few basic features that provide support and help take some of the
complexity out of using a trading platform, which are indeed
DPNNPOUPPUIFSTi$PNNVOJUZw5IFQMBUGPSNIBTBOFOHBHing interface that includes a social networking component for
USBEFSTUPTIBSFUIFJSFYQFSJFODFTXJUIUIFJSQFFSTi$VSSFODZ
baskets”, which is a trading instrument alternative to currency
pairs, allowing traders to focus on trading individual currencies
or weighted groups of currencies against a collection of other
currencies.

Alex, tell us a little about fxUnity.
It is a social, interactive currency trading platform, which
is, like most, available both online and via mobile. It serves
the basic wish of social usage, which is basically enabling
people to get involved in the currency market through an
engaging, intuitive platform that offers both a practice verTJPOBOEBiMJWFwWFSTJPO4PZPVEPOUIBWFUPCFBNBWFO
at anything at a first stage, and you can benefit tremenEPVTMZ GSPN XBUDIJOH BOE USBDLJOH PUIFS QFPQMFT NPWFT
BOEDIPJDFT0CWJPVTMZUIJTJT GPSVT BHSFBUCFOFmUXIJDI
we can offer our new novice clients.

So in essence where IS your differentiation situated?
#PUUPNMJOFoXFSFNPSFUIBOKVTUBTPDJBMOFUXPSLJOHQMBUform. We want to provide intuitive tools for those beginners
out there, not just a way of copying the mavens. We have developed unique instruments and features that are designed to
provide a more intuitive way to learn about and act on currenDZNPWFNFOUT0OGY6OJUZ VTFSTDBOUSBEFDVSSFODJFTXIJMF
simultaneously weighing the market sentiment, connecting
XJUIPUIFSUSBEFST BOEGPMMPXJOHFBDIPUIFSTUSBEFT*UTUJFE
UP0"/%"TQIJMPTPQIZPGFEVDBUJOHDMJFOUTUPIFMQUIFNUSBEF
better -- the “teach a man to fish” approach rather than the
“give a man a fish” approach.
So if you’re saying it’s more compatible with those beginners out there, is fxUnity less risky than other platforms?

Yes, but there’s already a significant number of platforms out there. What makes your platform that different from others?
8FMM JUTEFTJHOFEGPSUIFOFXVTFSTPVUUIFSF TJODFPVSQMBUform provides a more intuitive way to learn about and act on
39 www.forexmagnates.com

/PoUSBEJOHJOUIF'9NBSLFUBMXBZTDPNFTXJUIJUTTIBSF
PG GJOBODJBM SJTLT 5P IFMQ DMJFOUT NBOBHF SJTL  0"/%"
has designed fxUnity with limited leverage amounts. The
platform provides a user-friendly, interactive dashboard
so traders can monitor their funds closely and follow the

FX in Malaysia
Malaysia is home to the new era of Asian financial economies,
and over the last ten years it has positioned itself as a leading
economy in Asia.
4JODF JU CFDBNF JOEFQFOEFOU JO   .BMBZTJBT FDPOPNJD
SFDPSEIBTCFFOPOFPG"TJBTCFTU3FBMHSPTTEPNFTUJDQSPEVDU (%1  HSFX CZ BO BWFSBHF PG  QFS ZFBS GSPN 
UP%VSJOHUIFMBTUEFDBEFUIFOBUJPOIBTHSPXOBUBO
impressive annual rate of 5% to 7%.
0OFPG"TJBTMBSHFTUFDPOPNJDDFOUSFT 4JOHBQPSF IBTCFFO
overtaking Malaysia impressively and for over 30 years MaMBZTJBXBTMBHHJOHCFIJOE)PXFWFS OFXSFGPSNTUISPVHIPVU
UIFTXFSFJNQMFNFOUFEUPNBLFUIFDPVOUSZNPSFCVTJness friendly, creating a relatively free economy with local and
international private firms dominating the commercial environment. The state plays an important role in guiding economic
activity through macroeconomic plans. In 2007, the economy
of Malaysia was the 3rd largest economy in South East Asia
and 28th largest economy in the world by purchasing power
QBSJUZXJUIHSPTTEPNFTUJDQSPEVDUGPSPGCJMMJPO
The South East Asian nation experienced an economic boom
and underwent rapid development during the late 20th cenUVSZBOEIBTB(%1QFSDBQJUBPG 
Capital Markets
The core equities market is divided in two: the Main Market
which consists of 823 companies and the Ace Market which
IBT$PNQBOJFT.BSLFUDBQJUBMJTBUJPOGPSUIFNBJOFRVJUJFTNBSLFUTUPPEBUCJMMJPOPO.BSDI*OBEEJUJPO JOWFTUPSTDBOUSBEFJO3&*5T &5'T 5438BSSBOUT -PBOT
BOE#POET
Malaysia has a historic capital market structure. Until recently,
UXP TUPDL FYDIBOHFT ,VBMB -VNQVS BOE 4JOHBQPSF 4UPDL
&YDIBOHF  FYJTUFE BT POF VOEFS UIF TBNF HSPVQ IPXFWFS 
BGUFS 4JOHBQPSFT JOEFQFOEFODF UIF UXP FYDIBOHFT TUBSUFE
PQFSBUJOH BT TFQBSBUF FOUJUJFT 5IF ,VBMB -VNQVS FYDIBOHF
XBT SFCSBOEFE BT #VSTB .BMBZTJB JO  BOE OPX PGGFST
a wide range of cash and derivatives products to retail and
institutional investors.
#VSTB.BMBZTJBIBTJOUSPEVDFEBSBOHFPGGVUVSFTQSPEVDUTBT
BOBUVSBMQSPHSFTTJPOJOUPUIFEFSJWBUJWFTNBSLFU$VSSFOUMZUIF
FYDIBOHFPGGFSTEFSJWBUJWFQSPEVDUTJODMVEJOH$PNNPEJUZGV-
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tures, Equity futures, Equity options and Financial futures. The
bourse also provides electronic trading to market participants.
5IF #VSTB IBT BWFSBHF EBJMZ USBEJOH WPMVNF JO UIF SBOHF PG
UPCJMMJPO0WFSBMMJUJTDPOTJEFSFEMJRVJEBOEFGmDJFOU 
however, although being stable and reliable as a whole, there
have been quite a few memorable glitches during 2008 which
caused trading to stop.
0OUIFDPNNPEJUJFTTJEF .BMBZTJBJTUIFMBSHFTUQSPEVDFSBOE
exporter of palm oil, offering futures trading on this popular
QSPEVDU#VSTB.BMBZTJBUFBNFEVQXJUI$.&UPEVBMMJTUUIF
DPOUSBDU BOE QSJDF JU JO 64%  UIVT JODSFBTJOH HMPCBM NBSLFU
USBEJOH  1BMN PJM JT USBEFE PO UXP PUIFS "TJBO FYDIBOHFT
UIF%BMJBO$PNNPEJUZ&YDIBOHFBOE*OEJBTmSTUDPNNPEJUZ
FYDIBOHFUIF/$%&9 /BUJPOBM$PNNPEJUZBOE%FSJWBUJWFT
&YDIBOHF 
Malaysia is regarded as the pioneer in Islamic financial trading
with well regulated and structured institutions offering religionDPNQMJBOUQSPEVDUT*O"VHVTU #VSTB.BMBZTJBMBVODIFE
#VSTB4VR"M4JMB UIFXPSMETmSTUJOUFSOFUDPNNPEJUJFTUSBEJOHQMBUGPSN XJUI4IBSJBIDPNQMJBOUDSVEFQBMNPJM $10 BT
its underlying asset.
Retail Participation in Equities Market place
3FUBJMQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOUIF.BMBZTJBONBSLFUJTPOMZBSPVOE
 XIJDIUIFHPWFSONFOUBOE#VSTB.BMBZTJBXPVMEMJLFUP
raise to 50% in line with countries like Japan and the US. Most
.BMBZTJBO JOWFTUPST BSF PWFS  BOE POMZ  PG .BMBZTJBT
retail investors are in the 20-29 age group.
%FQVUZ'JOBODF.JOJTUFS%POBME-JN4JBOH$IBJTBZTUIFHPWernment will encourage banks to appeal more to youth and
educate them about stock market procedures and benefits.
5IF04,*OWFTUNFOU$IBMMFOHF 0TLJD TQPOTPSFECZ04,*OWFTUNFOU #BOL #IE XJMM QSPWJEF DPNQVUFST UP VOJWFSTJUJFT JO
Malaysia and Indonesia with trading simulation programs, and
operate separate virtual investing competitions for students
and working professionals in the youth age bracket.
Setting up a Stock Brokerage Account
0WFS  NJMMJPO .BMBZTJBOT IBWF JOWFTUNFOUT JO UIF FRVJUZ
markets, and most stock brokers now offer online trading terminals with live pricing, research and charting. Investors can
open accounts online or in branches across the country with-
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SpotOption:
The Feature Dream Land

5IFUFBNBU4QPU0QUJPOMJLFTUPEFTDSJCFUIFNTFMWFTBTUIF
pioneers in the binary options scenery. Established in 2008,
it has managed to accumulate over 70 white labels. With its
colorful and feature-full customer experience offer, the team
BU4QPU0QUJPOIBTTVSFMZNBEFJUUIFJSHPBMUPDSFBUFBCJOBSZ
playground, for their hungry customers.

traders, as well as gives existing traders a new way to trade and
hedge. We do our utmost to ensure user satisfaction, and that is
why after submitting the trade, they have 3 seconds to cancel. They
also have the sell option, which allows them to sell the option back
and get an instant payout before the option expires, and roll over,
which allows the trader to delay expiry time. This kind of experience
creates user loyalty.”

All in all, it offers the client an end to end solution: Front End,
5SBEJOH&OHJOF 3JTL.BOBHFNFOU 1BZNFOU1SPDFTTJOH $VTUPNFS3FMBUJPOT.BOBHFSBOE$POUFOU.BOBHFNFOU4ZTUFN
4QPU0QUJPOBMTPIBTB3FUFOUJPOUFBNUIBUBJETPQFSBUPSTJO
NBYJNJ[JOH UIFJS DPOWFSTJPOT 5IFTF QSPGFTTJPOBM 3FUFOUJPO
Managers train operators in how to sell the easy to explain
and easy to understand product, and how to reach all those
potential traders who would normally be too intimidated to
start trading on the traditionally sophisticated forex platforms.
Key Figures:
-JGFUJNF%FQPTJU"WFSBHF 
-JGFUJNF7BMVF 
"WFSBHF-JGFUJNFNPOUIT
$POWFSTJPOBQQSPY
Withdrawal Average: 20%
"WFSBHFPG5SBEFTQFS-JGFUJNF
"WFSBHFPG.POUI$BTI'MPX4QMJU    

5IFQMBUGPSNTLFZGFBUVSFTJODMVEFUIF0QUJPO#VJMEFS 4FDPOET 'MPBUJOH1MBUGPSN 4QPU'9 BOENPSF8IJMFUIF#JOBSZ
0QUJPOT JOEVTUSZ JT TUBSUJOH UP DPOEVDU DPNNFSDJBM SFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUIUIFMBSHFTUQMBUGPSNT 4QPU0QUJPOBMSFBEZJOUFHSBUFEXJUI-FWFSBUFBOE.FUBRVPUFTBOEJTJOJOUFHSBUJPOQSPDFTT
with some of the largest names in the industry.
Risk Management – Increased P&L

Keeping up a good Front
8JUIOVNFSPVTBQQT GFBUVSFTBOEMBZPVUT 4QPU0QUJPOQSJEFTJUTFMG
on starting a few of the famous industry trends.
“We have definitely paved the road for others to come”, says Tammy
-FWZ %JSFDUPSPG.BSLFUJOH iTUSJDUMZB##PQFSBUJPO 4QPU0QUJPO
EPFTOUDPNQFUFXJUIDMJFOUTBOEGPDVTFTPOMZPOQSPWJEJOHUIFCFTU
solution for operators and not only that, but we offer traders a simplified platform, which is dynamic and exciting”.
When asked what their hook is, in terms of their go-to-market approach, she answers, eminently, “We offer a stepping stone into
USBEJUJPOBMGPSFY XJUIPVSTJNQMFZFUNVMUJGFBUVSFEQSPEVDU#JOBSZ
0QUJPOTTJNQMJmFECSJOHTOFXUSBEFST BOEDPOWFSUTUIFNJOUPGVMM
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“We offer a synergetic risk management solution, which is
LOPXOUPCSJOHUIFIJHIFTU1-JOUIFJOEVTUSZXJUIPVSPXO
JOIPVTF3.NBOBHJOHUIFPEETw 5BNNZTBZT i0VSJOIPVTF
3JTL.BOBHFNFOUFMJNJOBUFTUIFOFFEGPSIFEHJOH BOEJGZPV
are keen on offering traders a world full of features while knowJOHZPVSFTBGF 4QPU0QUJPOJTUIFDMBTTJDQSPWJEFS8F
give operators the opportunity to offer up to 15,000 Euros per
option, limiting trades to up to 2 minutes before expiry time
FYDFQUGPSUIFTFDPOETXIJDIJTPGDPVSTF JOTFDPOET 
)PXFWFS UIFIJHIMJHIUJTUIF1- XIJDISFBDIFTUISPVHI
the techniques and technology of the platform. “

Major News of the
Quarter
April

Tradeo launches a new exciting
forex social network
“The most important point to remember about Tradeo
JT UIBU XFSF OPU B CSPLFS BOE OFWFS XJMM CF 8F QSPvide an ideal third party solution to traders around the
XPSME  XIFSFWFS UIFZSF MPDBUFE HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ BOE JO
XIBUFWFSNBSLFUTUIFZSFDVSSFOUMZUSBEJOH5SBEFPBMTP
makes available a wide range of essential financial data,
including charts, quotes, news, and an economic calendar. This is all on top of the usual range of social
features, such as messages, groups, chats, and polls.”
5SBEFPSBJTFE.BUUIFFOEPGBOEBQQPJOUFE
(JHJ-FWZ GPSNFS $&0 PG  )PMEJOHT  BT $IBJSNBO
PGUIF#PBSE
5SBEFP GPSNFSMZLOPXOBTNBSLFUTCPPL KPJOTUIFMJLFT
PG$VSSFOTFF 'Y4UBUBOEGYKVODUJPO
For the full article click here.
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CFTC puts an end to NADEX’s political binaries
"TJGUIJTXBTOUBGBDUBMSFBEZo$'5$PGmDJBMMZBOOPVODFEUIBUJUXPOUBMMPX/"%&9UPJTTVF
political binaries citing their gaming nature.

CFTC Chairman, Gary Gensler

8BTIJOHUPO %$o5IF$PNNPEJUZ'VUVSFT5SBEJOH$PNNJTTJPO $'5$ JTTVFEBOPSEFSQVSTVBOUUP4FDUJPOD D  $ JJ PGUIF$PNNPEJUZ&YDIBOHF"DUBOE$'5$3FHVMBUJPO B
 QSPIJCJUJOHUIF/PSUI"NFSJDBO%FSJWBUJWFT&YDIBOHF /BEFY GSPNMJTUJOHPSNBLJOHBWBJMable for clearing or trading a set of self-certified political event derivatives contracts. The contracts are binary option contracts that pay out based upon the results of various U.S federal
elections to be held in 2012.
For the full article click here.

CME announces Q1 2012 results – fx volume was lower
$.&(SPVQ UIFXPSMETMFBEJOHBOENPTUEJWFSTFEFSJWBUJWFTNBSLFUQMBDF BOOPVODFEUIBUmSTU
quarter 2012 volume averaged 12.3 million contracts per day, up 5 percent from fourth-quarter
 CVUEPXOQFSDFOUGSPNmSTURVBSUFSoXIJDIQPTUFEFYDFQUJPOBMMZTUSPOHBWFSBHF
daily volume due to the impact of significant unrest in the Middle East and a natural disaster in
Japan within the quarter. March 2012 volume averaged 12.5 million contracts per day, down 13 percent from March 2011. Total volume for March was more than 275 million contracts, of which 84 percent was traded electronically.
$.&(SPVQGPSFJHOFYDIBOHF '9 WPMVNFBWFSBHFE DPOUSBDUTQFSEBZ EPXOQFSDFOUGSPNmSTURVBSUFSMBTUZFBS CVUVQ
QFSDFOUTFRVFOUJBMMZ SFnFDUJOHBWFSBHFEBJMZOPUJPOBMWBMVFPGCJMMJPO
For the full article click here.

OANDA launches fxUnity – its own
forex social networking platform
0"/%" $PSQPSBUJPO  QSPWJEFS PG JOOPWBUJWF POMJOF GPSFJHO FYDIBOHF
USBEJOH IBTMBVODIFE0"/%"GY6OJUZ BOFXTQPUGPSFYUSBEJOHQMBUform for aspiring currency traders.
0"/%"GY6OJUZSFQSFTFOUTBOFXBQQSPBDIUPUSBEJOHDVSSFODJFT5IF
platform has an engaging interface that integrates social networking
so traders can share their experiences with friends and the fxUnity
DPNNVOJUZ0"/%"GY6OJUZJTBDDFTTJCMFPOUIF8FCPSWJBNPCJMFEFvices, and is designed to provide a more intuitive way to learn about,
and act on, currency movements.
i8JUIGY6OJUZXFWFSFJOWFOUFETQPUGPSFYUSBEJOHUPJODPSQPSBUFDPNmunity and social sharing in a highly visual, user-friendly platform,”
TBZT "MFY $BTF  1SPEVDU .BOBHFS GPS 0"/%" GY6OJUZ i0VS HPBM JT
UPBQQFBMUPUIFOFYUHFOFSBUJPOPGUSBEFSTCZQSPWJEJOHUIFNPEFSO DMFBO NPCJMFGSJFOEMZJOUFSGBDFFYQFDUFEJOUPEBZTNBSLFUw
0"/%"KPJOTF5PSPJOCFJOHUIFPOMZTFDPOEGPSFYCSPLFSXJUIJUTPXOQSPQSJFUBSZTPDJBMOFUXPSL PUIFSCSPLFSTBSFVTJOHUIJSE
party solutions.
For the full article click here.
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Detailed broker information for
the largest brokers in terms of
volume
FXCM,
Saxo Bank,
Alpari,
OANDA,
IG Group,
Gain Capital,
FxPro,
GFT,
GMO Click Securities,
DMM.com,
CyberAgent FX,
Money Partners,
Gaitame.com
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Status: Public (NYSE:FXCM)
Year Established: 1999
Shareholders and Funding: Publicly owned, list of shareholders here.
Investments and M&As: data at the end of the report.
Reported Net Income in 2010: $100,161 million
Reported Net Income in 2011: $58,781 million
Reported Net Income in Q1 2012: $14,006 million
Market Cap: $866 million
Reported monthly retail volume: $297 billion (March, April, May 2012)
Reported monthly institutional volume: $134 billion (March, April, May 2012)
Number of active clients: 172,751
Regulation: NFA/CFTC, UK FSA, HK SFC, ASIC
FXCM news in the past quarter:
• FXCM to acquire 50% Lucid Markets for $176 million. Read more here.
• FXCM positive trade volumes in May 2012. Read more here.
• FXCM officially launches App store for traders. Read more here.
• FXCM snatches DIF Broker from Saxo Bank. Read more here.
• FXCM’s April trading volumes slide, quarterly trade volumes up YoY. Read more here.
• FXCM reports March 2012 metrics – retail volume down, accounts up. Read more here.
• FXCM launches apps for android and iPad. Read more here.

FXCM’s share price in past three months:
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Recommended Service
Providers
Saving you Google time
Forex liquidity bridges and customized development
• Boston Technologies — BT is one of the largest bridge and technology providers in the forex market. Its prominence arrived after introducing the first-ever functioning MT4 bridge. Founded by George Popescu and later joined by Kevin Millien,
it is now found at many large brokers offering MT4. BT offers to fully outsource all MT4 functions — server, maintenance,
bridge, liquidity, etc. BT is now also offering a FSA regulated prime brokerage service through Boston Prime. Clients include: Autobahn DB, MF Global, Citi Bank, GFT, Squared Financial, FXAll
• Leverate — Leverate is one of the largest MT4 broker solution providers in the world. In 2011 it received a major investment from Saxo Bank. It is able to offer prime brokerage services through its CySec regulated prime brokerage subsidiary.
Leverate offers an end to end solution including MT4 server management, bridge, back office, CRM, social trading plugin
and other products. The company has grown from 4 founders to over 100 employees.
Clients include: dozens of Middle Eastern, European and Asian brokers.
• oneZero — Andrew Ralich retired from Boston Technologies to develop his own project. oneZero aggressively established
itself in the bridges market and with the help of the likes of Stephen Leahy (a notable figure in the US Forex market, formerly
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Forex Industry Biggest
M&As and Investments
Broker

Type

Amount

Value

$100m
$17m

OANDA

Investment
Investment
Acquisition

Gain Capital

Investment
Acquisition
Acquisition
IPO
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

$8m+15%
$9.7m
$12m

$279m
$32m
$55m
$12m

Acquisition
Acquisition

$100+m

£57.9m
$300m

Interbank FX

Investment

$40m

IG Group

Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

$6m
$207m

City Index
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$236.6m

Legg Mason, Cascade Investment, T. Rowe Price
Index Ventures
Japanese broker MyGaika

09/2007
09/2005
08/2011

$175 million invested in the company in total
Fortune Capital Japan its white label
Acquisition of MG Financial’s retail Forex business
IPO NYSE:GCAP
Acquisition of retail Forex business of CMS Forex
Acquired the client base of dbFX which exited US
Open E Cry from Charles Schwab

-2010
03/2009
05/2010
12/2010
01/2011
05/2011
06/2012

IFX Markets acquisition, including inspreads
FX Solution acquisition in 20%/100% share swap including
Francisco Partners stake buyout

08/2006
02/2008

Investment from Spectrum Equity Investors
Acquired by TradeStation for $17m

07/2007
11/2011

Nadex (HedgeStreet)
87.5% stake acquisition in FXOnline Japan
IdealCFD with 2000 traders and $450k income

2007
09/2008
09/2010
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